
Does this scene ring a bell? 
Oliver Taplin 

 
If you have ever read – or seen – Aristophanes' Frogs, then the picture above, painted on a 

wine-mixing bowl in a Greek city in South Italy in about 370 B. C, will surely have rung a bell. 

It so happens that I had a go last summer at making my own version of the Frogs, while also 

wondering about this vase-painting. Here is the beginning of the comedy. 

 

(Enter one character (D) wearing fancy yellow clothes and leather boots, but also with a lion-

skin and club; he is followed by a slave (X), carrying baggage on a pole and riding on a 

donkey.) 

 

X. Right, boss: the warming-up routine for folks to get in practice laughing at the jokes? 

D. All right, but not "this ass wants to have a shit" – not that – I've had a belly-full of it. 

X. Some other gem . . . D. and not "I've bags of crap" . . . 

X. Well, what about. . . ? D. Look . anything, old chap, 

except. . . X. What? D. shift your bum ... X. and D. say 

"I need to issue a communiqué." 

X. How's this, then, for the burden of my thought: 

"my arse will press-release a full report" ? 

D. No, mercy, I feel ill. X. What is this ban? 

What's the point of playing baggage-man 

in comedy, if I am not to make 

some baggage-jokes like Phrynichos and Shake –  

speare and the rest? D. At my own festival 

I have to sit through superficial drivel – 

and go away a twelve-month older god. 

 

(so D is Dionysos, if you hadn't guessed) 

 

X. And me – O triple-wretched back – poor sod, 

my bottom's crushed, yet not allowed to speak . . . 

D. You dosser, isn't this infernal cheek, 

when I, lord Dionysos, son of Juice, 

struggle along on foot, and let him use 

the donkey, so he doesn't have to carry 

the baggage? X. Eh? Not carry? D. How can you be ? 

X. With difficulty. D. But how can it be your 

own burden when it's being borne by 



eeyore here? X. No, not carrying myself, oh no .. . 

D. How can you be, when you are carried, though? 

X. I only know my arseholes got a lot . . . 

D. All right then, if the donkey's not 

of any use, you pick it up - fair's fair and 

carry it. X. If I was free, I'd tear . . . 

D. Dismount, varlet. This is the portico at last. 

which I set out to find. Hello! 

 

(Dionysos knocks violently.) 

 

Ahoy there! Open up! – this is the door . . . 

 

(enter Herakles) 

 

H. Who's battering at my house? Someone centaur –  

style has assaulted it. Good god, what's this? 

D. Lackey! X. Yes, what? D. Please would you . . . 

X. what . . .? D. notice 

how terrified he is. X. (on your behalf) 

H. Derneter, I can't stop, I've got to laugh . . 

D. Come hither, my good man, I've need of thee. 

H. I just can't stop laughing when I see 

the lion-skin worn over a slub silk suit, 

and club combined with glove-soft leather boot. 

Take me with you. Where are you on your way? 

 

And so on. Dionysos goes on to tell him how he is determined to go down even to Hades – 

disguised as the fearsome Herakles – to bring back a really good poet. 

 

It is quite understandable why Theodor Panofka, the Keeper of the (then) Royal Museum in 

Berlin, was jubilant when he bought this vase from a dealer in Naples in 1847. It might not 

be a great bit of painting, but his Museum could boast of the only known representation of 

Aristophanes. The correspondences are pretty good. In Frogs Dionysos has the club and 

lion-skin, and he beats violently on the door; so too with Herr Panofka's Herakles (though he 

also carries the bow). Like his equally disgruntled counterpart in the painting, the slave in 

Aristophanes – Xanthias turns out to be his name – is riding on a donkey, and he is carrying 

the baggage on a pole that presses on his neck. 

 

Everyone was happy until 1886, when a scholar, called Heinrich Heydemann, came along 

and denied that this vase has any direct connection with Aristophanes. Nearly everyone 



ever since has tamely followed him. That is why you will not have seen this painting in any 

standard book on ancient Athens or on Greek drama. Heydemann raised several arguments 

which looked persuasive at the time, but have turned out to be unjustified (he thought for 

example that it was painted 100 years later than we now know it to have been). He had one 

really substantial point which still holds good. In Aristophanes Dionysos is wearing a fancy 

yellow dress (a krokotos) and soft leather boots (kothomoi) as well as the lion-skin: in the 

painting the Herakles-figure is barefooted and naked (or rather, wearing a costume 

representing nakedness). So, said Heydemann, he is simply Herakles, not the comic 

Dionysos at all. 

 

Well, what about the baggage-slave on the donkey? Surely he must be Xanthias, you might 

protest. Not so quick, replies Professor Dr Heydemann, the whole point about the warming-

up routine at the beginning of Frogs is that baggage-carrying scenes with the same old jokes 

about farts were terribly common – Dionysos is fed up with them. This is just one such corny 

scene – just the kind of thing that Aristophanes is exploiting, while pretending to be above 

such crude material. So goodbye Frogs after all. And goodbye our one picture of 

Aristophanes in performance. 

 

But the situation has now been changed by the discovery of a vase painted in the same part 

of the world at about the same time, which, beyond reasonable doubt, shows a scene from 

Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazousai (The Poet and the Women in the Penguin version). This 

fact was first broadcast in Omnibus 7 and is now generally accepted. I argue it more fully 

than before in my new book Comic Angels and other approaches to Greek Drama through 

vase-paintings, about to be published by Oxford University Press (plug!). This led me to take 

a fresh look at Panofka's long-neglected find. 

 

The rare donkey 

 

Yes, comic scenes about baggage-carriers and their bowel-problems were two- a-penny, and 

that is why Frogs, while cashing in on the old jokes, does so allusively, without spelling them 

out. But were routines about whether a slave riding on a donkey is carrying the baggage, or 

whether the donkey is, old hat as well? It is Dionysos himself, so snooty about the crap 

jokes, who cracks the donkey jokes: and they are fully drawn out and made the most of. 

That may be the point: that he is a hypocritical old hack. But, while there is plenty of other 

evidence for baggage-scenes, there isn't for donkey scenes. And while baggage-jokes were 

common, and so were knocking-at-door scenes, and so were appearances by Herakles, how 

many plays can there have been which combined both a Herakles-figure knocking at a door 

and a baggage-laden slave on a donkey? Come back Frogs, all (nearly) is forgiven. 

 

But what about the krokotos and the fancy boots? Well, this is not the Greek world's 

greatest painter: it may be that he didn't feel up to representing such finer touches, which 



would be technically quite demanding. And it may be that he wanted to put all the emphasis 

on the entertainment value of the opening scene, without complicating it with details that 

are only important later. On balance I reckon that the considerations in favour of Frogs 

outweigh those against. It may well be that someone in southern Italy (the most likely place 

is Taras, i.e. Taranto) saw a performance of Frogs, and said afterwards to a vase-painter, 

who must also have been there," (loved that scene with the baggage-man on the donkey. 

Paint me that!" 

 

That would mean that Athenian comedy was being performed elsewhere (Taras has Spartan 

origins) 30 or 40 years after its original performance. We would never have guessed that 

without the evidence of the vase- paintings; and it has interesting implications for the 

cultural attitudes and broad-mindedness of Greeks outside Athens. And what does it imply 

about how exclusively Athenian drama was? Of course the citizens of Athens must have 

been the primary public for the great tragedies and comedies. But maybe they had one eye 

on the cultural export market as well. 
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